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LARGE TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM BEHAVIOUR 

OF GAUGE THEORIES 

ABSTRACT : The large transverse momentum behaviour of Compton scattering 
and MfJller scattering in Quantum Electrodynamics ; and of elas 
tic quark-quark scattering in Quantum Chromodynamics are exa
mined in perturbation theory, The results strongly suggest 
that the large transverse momentum regime in gauge theories 
is governed by a differential equation of the Callan-Symanzik 
type with a suitable momentum dependent anomalous dimension 
term. An explicit solution for the quark-quark elastic scat
tering amplitude at large transverse momentum is given. 
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We shall be concerned with the behaviour of on-shell elastic 
scattering amplitudes at large transverse momentum (large - T> ) in gauge 
theories. We shall consider : (i) Compton scattering (jjt j£ yt ) in 
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) ;(ii) Miller scattering (e e -> e e ) in 
OED ; and (iii) Quark-quark elastic scattering in Quantum Chromodynamics 
(PCD). QCD is a non-abelian gauge theory of the interaction between the 
color degree of freedom of massive quarks and massless gluons, the gauge 
fields of a Yang-Mills Lagrangian |_li, This theory, with color-SU(3) as 
the unbroken symmetry gauge group, is expected to describe the underlying 
dynamical structure of the hadronic interactions [z], 

We have made calculations of the leading and next-to-leading 
contributions to the scattering amplitudes for the processes (i), (ii), 
and (iii) at large -J> to the first non trivial orders of perturba
tion theory. As we shall set; there is a remarkable simplicity in the 
results obtained which strongly suggests that the large - fT regime in 
gauge theories is governed by a differential equation of the Callan-Symanzik 
type L3J with a suitable momentum-dependent anomalous dimension term, 

The results are the following, 

(i) Compton Scattering : With U) the CM, momentum and 
" the CM. scattering angle, the relevant invariants (see Fig. la) are 

given by the relations 

/ I 1 to* Iw1 ' 

The large - fr regime ( £*»'>> 7»»* and (Q^V/ ) is characterized by the 
asymptotic variable 

«Sit. £' -. 1 4 J 4 00) -- - 4 ^ < 2> 
and the Comoton scatterinn amplitude can be written in the form [c<= £ ~ '/ _ I 
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('/ 't&iïorxJfy'OfoV.* 

(4) 

where . *^ioÂn 1 s t n e scattering amplitude at the Born approximation. 
The exponential term in eq.(3) follows from the factorization of infrared 
(IR) divergences [4] , t z 61 fy, with 3 an IR regulator photon 
mass. We have calculated the leading and next-to-leading y-contribution 
to (F(<,,*) t 0 4 t h a n d fith o r d e r- T h e result isa> 

We find that, to the calculated order of accuracy, (£ ( < i , * ) is governed 
by the differential equation v 

{-1+ p (*> «j? - [Kc*h +Kt«Q J <£*(h*) = ° • <5> 

with p ( * f the usual Callan-Symanzik A -function with conventional 
on-shell renormalization, To lowest order 

ffi).- If • l& "^ J to"" ~{ Î • (6..b.c) 

Equation (5) is the s^me differential eouation, with the same anomalous 
dimension term, as the equation which qoverns the large - ? behaviour 
of the IR finite part of the on-shell Dirac form factor in OED, previously 
discussed in ref. [$i\. 

Encouraged by this result, and in order to investigate the 
possible universality of the anomalous dimension function: J i f r t H * %>(*•) 
it seems worthwhile to analyze other QED processes where more than one 
fermion line is involved. The obvious candidate is Miller scattering f(>~e~->C~e~) 
which we next discuss. 
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(ii) Mgil 1er Scattering : The s, t, u, invariants (see 
Fig.lb) in terms of the CM. momentum CO and C.fl, scattering angle V 
are 

/ C ' y I / (7a,b,c) 

In the large - P regime ( Uj >> To > U-^A ) the relevant asymptotic 
variable is again y , defined in eq,(2), and the scattering amplitude can 
be written in the form 

where now the infrared exponentiation factor is slightly more complicated 
due to the combinatorics of fermion lines |_4J. Because of the generaliza
tion to quark-quark scattering in QCD which we shall discuss later, it is 
instructive to know the contribution to Iffl {%.") from each of the 4th 
order Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. II(a...e) separately. They are given 
in table 1, The interesting feature is the cancellation of the leading 
contributions from the ladder and crossed ladder diagrams (recall c-q,(2)) 
and the presence of a next-to-leadinq tern with a coefficient depending 
on £K */mi . Altogether, to 4th-order, we have ' 

* V • I +(&[- 2 / y M *z%='3' wj < 
* ofefl. (9) 

To the.calculated order of accuracy we find that fiï[ M,*) is governed 

by the differential equation 

.9 '1*^*1 - zLu"(ti%« )^c-il(m-(rho,w 
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with // (*) and Qu (rf) the s?n° anomalous dimension functions 
which appear in eq.(5), Notice that the functional dependence 
on the Lorentz invariants in the anomalous dimension term ; ll- I &t 2 

} 2. /lu/ 
is the same which appears in the exponential of the infrared tern, en.(8). 

. Perturbation theory calculations of leading logarithmic 
behaviour (pov/ers of <fl in eq.(2)) for various scattering processes at 
large -f have also been made in OCD j_6], In all cases the results 
are compatible with the exponentiation of the leading logarithms. In order 
to explore the possibility that the large-? scattering amplitudes in 
OCD may also be governed by differential equations similar to eqs,(5) and 
(10) in QED, one has to go beyond the calculation of leading logarithms 
and check the presence of the /i -function, We have selected elastic 
quark-quark scattering as testing ground because, apart from its intrinsic 
phenomenological relevance, it is a process in which all the interesting 
features : large-P logarithms ; IR-divergences : fi -function effects 
already appear at the one loop level which is easy to calculate explicitly. 

(iii) Quark-Quark Elastic Scattering in OCD ; The kinema
tics is the same as for Miller scattering in OED. At the one-loop level, 
besides the diagrams common to QED and CJCO, there are those induced by the 
genuinely non-abelian gluon-gluon coupling shown in Fig,II(f...j). The 
scattering amplitude at large -f> can be written in the form 

Ai - vhtfW,», <^ ;4,.*J * 

where the index •<*. denotes the color degree of freedom of the external 
quark with energy momentum fK (a = 1,2,3,4). To lowest order 
( eic* ? A « . , with 4 the QCD coupling constant) 
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where / is the matrix représentation of the SU(3)„ generators in the 
quark-color basis, In table 2 we list the contribution to "7 (jf>^)^cj 
from the 4th-order diagrams shown in Fig.II, For each diagram, calculated 
in the 't Hooft-Feynman gauge, we keep terms of 0 ( j l ) , 0 ( t ) , 0 ( f ) 
and O ( i t ) • Renormalization is done on the mass-shell following the 
^ -scheme discussed in Ref.^7j. 

Some interesting observations can be made from a careful read
ing of table 2. First, we remark that the 4th-order IR contribution to 

v l (^t^t01') satisfies the differential equation, for leading IR 
behaviour0', recently proved by Kinoshita and Ukawa [8| to all orders of 
perturbation theory -, 

Another observation is that, to the calculated order of accu
racy (one-loop), and at fixed y , the large- fr behaviour of </}(•/? t/<) 
is governed by a differential equation of the type v 

/ (13) 

with summation over color indices in the r.h.s. understood. The one-loop 
calculation gives (see table 2) 

4W- -l *Ji, € ^ H) * I T? T1:' 4 i / ; (MO 
i.e., f s f a i ) is the usual OfD /? -function (fermions included) res
ponsible for the asymptotic freedom property of OCD |_9J. A good approxima
tion to the general solution of eq.(13) can then be obtained with neglect 
of the r.h.s. term. The result is 
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where Oi, "̂̂ , \ ) is the strong interaction effective coupling constant 

and f,(H,y>) a group theory numerical factor 

Zfyv) S.-2 ft:' - - & for SU(3) C x SU(4) F . (17) 

Much effort has recently been devoted to understanding the 
phenomenology of hadronic interactions at large-P in terms of constituent 
scattering models '. For those hadronic processes which are believed to 
be governed by the large- P scattering of the constituent quarks, the 
amplitude in eq.(ll) with \ q A m ^ g i v e n by ea.(15) should provide 
a good approximation to the overall QCD effects, The presence of an effec
tive coupling constant in the elastic scattering amplitude of constituents 
has been suggested by Field and Feynman Till on pure phenomenological 
grounds. The one loop calculation abo»e supports this suggestion. The 
exponential factor in eq.(15) gives a small correction to the dimensional el quark counting rules '. It predicts an increase with energy of the power 
factor F in the s" behaviour of large-pj differential cross-sections 

-> f-

This small correction justifies to a certain extent the success of the di
mensional quark counting rules in the large-Pj hadronic two-body reactions. 

The author? have enjoyed discussions on this subject with 
Oan Dash and Chriss Korthals-Altes. 
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Table 1 : Contribution to Q$1 [%,*) in eq.(8) from tht. Feynman dia
grams shown in Fin.II(a..e), calculated in the Feynman gauge. 

MAPRAH RESULT * /Sf) -2 

•r 00) 
00) 

2 </ * ' 
yî HO 

It*1 / HO 

Vertex Correction, Ila.b 

Vacuum Polar, , lie 

Ladder3^ , n d 

Crossed-Ladder3' , H e 

a) The large -?r contribution from the ladder and cross-ladder diagrams 
can be obtained from previous calculations by Tsai [5J. 
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/J 
Table 2 : 4th-order contributions to t/{ [%t,'/,) in eq,(ll) from the 

Feynman diagrams shown in Fin,II calculated in the 't Hooft-
Feynman gauge. 

-I 
DIAGRAM IN n R 0 U p F f l C T 0 R a) fajx R E S U L T i u p t 0 0 ( , j T e r n l s 

FIG. II ( y / 

Vertex (a+b) I /<£'_J J f'tfT*' -2H1+3S -2T +4*' 

Vac. Pol. (e) ' « / T V " | ; 
2 « ' 

Ladder (d) 

Crossed-Ladder ( 

Gluon Self(f+g+h) -lflZT<%Tt» f _ f - , 
2 * H i 

Three Gluon (i+j) _ / ^ T rpf"(SJ'(" y 

A/*/ 
a) ' iZ is tfeeigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir operator C,/l?\ 

in the fundamental representation : 
/ / is the eigenvalue of the grouo Casimir operator Ct(&) ; 

Z..S- / = ^ C^"' "*i • W is the number of quark-flavors, 
''"For SU(3)C x SU(4)F , N = 3 and « = 4 , 
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FIGUP.E CAPTIONS -

Fig, I (a) : The s, t, u invariants for Comoton scattering ; 
(b) : The s, t, u invariants for W l e r scattering and quark-

quark scattering, 

Fig, II : One-loop Feynman diagrams which contribute to quark-
quark scattering in OCD. Diagrams (a,b,...e) are 
common to "?011er scattering in QED and quark-quark 
scattering in QCO. There is another inequivalent 
set of diagrams with 3<_^4. 
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FOOTHOTES 

a) The details of the diagram by diagram calculations will appear in the 

thèse de Doctorat de 3ème cycle de Robert Coquereaux, 

b) Notice that, contrary to Compton scattering where two powers of the 

coupling constant are associated to external photon lines, and, hence, 

where included in €/fttgt4 > there are no external photon lines in 

HjSller scattering, therefore the factor «**„ from the Born approximation 

has been incorporated in 7f\ / V •<) . 

c) Earlier references on the infrared problem in OCD can be found in 

Ref, [R]. 

d) In Ref,[ej, Kinoshita and Ukawa have used an off-shell renormalization 

scheme. The / -scheme version of their result when apdied to quark-

quark elastic crettering reads 

. * 2 / r %. *? I*.-/; 11 rN T(:' 4 J ]JC... . 

e) See e.g. the reviews quoted in ref*.[lOa] and [lObj. Earlier 

references can be found in these reviews. 
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s= (k, +p, ) 

t = ( k , - k z ) 2 

u = (k, - p 2 ) 

s = (p,+ P 2 ) 2 

t = ( p , - p 3 ) 2 '• 

u = ( p , - p 4 ) 2 
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